
 

How Covid-19 affects Erasmus and EU Solidarity
Corps
 
The Covid-19 pandemic has also affected the 170,000 young people involved in
Erasmus+ or the European Solidarity Corps. Find out how the EU is helping them.
 

Education has been hard hit by the Covid-19 crisis. Travel restrictions and the closing of
universities mean participants in cross-border mobility programmes, such as the Erasmus+
student exchange and the European Solidarity Corps, are facing challenges.
 
Currently 165,000 young people across Europe are on an Erasmus exchange and 5,000 more
are involved in volunteering projects.
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Impact of Covid-19 programme on Erasmus and EU Solidarity Corps
https://multimedia.europarl.europa.eu/en/covid-19-and-erasmus-students-stories_N01-PUB-200504-ERAS_ev

Erasmus students during Covid-19 (source: Erasmus Student Network)
• 25% of student exchanges were cancelled due to Covid-19

• 37.5% of students experienced at least one major problem related to their exchange (for
example: couldn’t go home, accommodation problems)

• Half of the students whose programme continued have moved to online classes

• 34% have moved to partial online offers or partially postponed classes.
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How the EU is helping 
 
To help young people who are volunteering or taking part in Erasmus+, as much as possible,
the European Commission has said it will make the programmes as flexible as legally possible.
 
It has recommended that the national agencies, responsible for the management of study
exchanges, invoke “force majeure”, which would allow them to assess the possibility of
approving additional costs up to a maximum grant amount and to postpone planned activities for
12 months.
 
Parliament’s culture and education committee has called on the Commission to do everything
possible to provide support, clear information and reassurance for participants.
 
In a letter to Mariya Gabriel, the commissioner responsible for youth and education on 15 April,
MEPs ask the Commission to ensure that:
 

Maximum flexibility is applied, in particular to help those who have had to return to
their home countries for safety reasons 
All exceptional costs in connection with Covid-19 are reimbursed 
Exchange students and participants of the Solidarity Corps programme retain their
status 
Exchange students do not lose the academic year and can obtain the ECTS credits
through remote study arrangements.
 

"  We  have  a  duty  to  make  sure  that  those  who
signed up to our programmes get the help and the
support they need. The class of 2020 needs us. "
Sabine Verheyen (EPP, Germany),
Chair of Parliament's culture and education committee

About the Erasmus programme
• Started as a student exchange programme in 1987, but since 2014 also offers opportunities
for teachers, trainees and volunteers of all ages.

• Currently covers 33 countries (all 27 EU countries, plus UK, Turkey, North Macedonia,
Norway, Iceland and Liechtenstein) and is open to partner countries across the world.

• More than nine million people have taken part in the Erasmus+ programme over the last 30
years and nearly 800,000 people benefited from the programme in 2017 alone.
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https://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/press-room/20200408IPR76811/erasmus-students-during-covid-19-meps-call-for-more-support-and-clarity
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/meps/en/96756/SABINE_VERHEYEN/home
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/meps/en/96756/SABINE_VERHEYEN/home
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The Solidarity Corps
• Created in 2018 to replace the European Voluntary Service

• Aims to give young people the opportunity to volunteer or work on projects in their country or
abroad

• Aims to help vulnerable communities and people across Europe by bringing together young
people who want to build a more inclusive society

Erasmus in the time of Covid-19 ©Franz12/AdobeStock

Find out more
Facebook live Interview with Sabine Verheyen
Report on student exchanges in times of crisis from the Erasmus Student Network
FAQ:  questions raised by Erasmus+ and European Solidarity Corps participants on
coronavirus
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https://www.facebook.com/watch/live/?v=511636506178441&ref=watch_permalink
https://esn.org/covidimpact-report
https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/resources/coronavirus-faq-participants_en
https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/resources/coronavirus-faq-participants_en

